Mobile Digital Conference System
Televic are the world leader in the manufacturing of quality conference systems and have earned since the sixties an enviable reputation in delivering flexible, high quality systems. Televic offer a complete range of digital conference products for different applications. The TCS 2500 system has been specially designed for mobile applications. The limited number of components allow you to create a system according to the need of your customer: from basic functionality to very complex integration.

**TCS 2500:**
“The Digital Conference System to fulfill your needs for mobile use and crystal-clear communication.”

When designing the TCS 2500, Televic applied the latest technology in digital signal processing and transmission, thus guaranteeing levels of quality and functionality that are superior to previous generations of digital conference systems.

The TCS 2500 uses standard computer network cabling: RJ-45 connectors, Category 5 cable, ... Installation was never easier! Furthermore, new software in the central unit takes care of a full automatic set-up. Initialization and configuration are done by one push on a button.

**INNOVATIVE AND ADVANCED DIGITAL AUDIO TECHNOLOGY**

- **SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETATION**
  - Advanced functionality - up to 28 languages, the TCS 2500 offers a unique variety of interpreter functionalities. The graphical LCD screen provides the interpreter with a comprehensive overview of the system status at all times.

- **CONNECTIVITY**
  - The open network interface makes coupling of the TCS 2500 to external systems very easy. The central unit can be connected to a PA system, infrared language distribution, information displays, recording devices, camera control, video-conferencing systems, ...

- **IDENTIFICATION**
  - Real-time identification through a chip card adds powerful functionality to the system: delegate names, authorization to vote, voting results, ... are only some examples. Even interpreters can use a chip card to personalize the set-up of their interpreter unit.

- **EASY TO INSTALL**
  - The DMV2500 units are equipped with extensive voting facilities like parliamentary voting and opinion polling. Basic voting can be done on a stand-alone central unit. By adding a PC and the complementary software, advanced voting configurations can be selected.

- **EXTENSIVE VOTING FACILITIES**
  - The TCS 2500 is designed to provide a variety of voting options, including parliamentary voting and opinion polling. Basic voting can be done on a stand-alone central unit. By adding a PC and the complementary software, advanced voting configurations can be selected.

**TCS 2500: The ideal solution for**
- Congress Centers
- Hotels
- Rental Companies
- City Halls
- Multipurpose Conference Rooms
The TCS 2500 Conference System design brings you many advantages:

- Easy to set-up and to dismantle.
- Limited number of system components allow a large variety of applications: from basic to advanced audio-visual integrations.

Really, one system that does it all!!

Product overview

**DELEGATE STATIONS**

**CE2500**

The heart of every system. The programming of functionality is done on the CE2500 and it provides all the necessary connections to the delegate units, PA, Personal Computer, ...

**AOP2500**

This unit allows to extend the number of analog outputs that come standard with the CE2500. It is typically used to connect infrared distribution systems.

**ID2500**

Individual interpreter desk, compliant with international standards. It provides tone-volume control, 3 relay presets, A/B outgoing channels, messaging, chip card identification, ...

**DM2500**

The basic discussion unit comes with a gooseneck microphone, a high quality loudspeaker, headphone connectors and volume control.

**DM L2500**

In addition to the functions of the DM2500, this unit is equipped with 2 independent channel selectors. Two delegates can select a separate language and have individual volume control.

**DM V2500**

The most complete delegate unit that provides a channel selector, chip card identification, voting interaction and messaging. It is equipped with a graphical LCD for user interaction.

**DM 2500**

In addition to the functions of the DM 2500, this unit is equipped with 2 independent channel selectors. Two delegates can select a separate language and have individual volume control.

**DM L2500**

This unit provides the same functions as the DMV2500 and an additional priority button that allows the chairman to control the meeting.

**DM V2500**

This unit provides the same functions as the DMV2500 and an additional priority button that allows the chairman to control the meeting.

**CM 2500**

This discussion unit is designed for the chairman of the conference. In addition to the functions of the DM2500, it has a priority button that allows the chairman to control the meeting.

**CM L2500**

This discussion unit is designed for the chairman of the conference and has one channel selector. It features a priority button that allows the chairman to control the meeting.

**CM V2500**

This unit provides the same functions as the CMV2500 and an additional priority button that allows the chairman to control the meeting.

**CHAIRMAN STATIONS**

**C M 2500**

This discussion unit is designed for the chairman of the conference. In addition to the functions of the DM2500, it has a priority button that allows the chairman to control the meeting.

**C M L2500**

This discussion unit is designed for the chairman of the conference and has one channel selector. It features a priority button that allows the chairman to control the meeting.

**C M V2500**

This unit provides the same functions as the CMV2500 and an additional priority button that allows the chairman to control the meeting.

**Conference hall**

- P.A.
- Display
- Camera control
- Digital recording
- ...